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1. (A child, Child) as he was, he was bold.
2. (According to my opinion, For me), this movie is very exciting.
3. (Admitted, Admitting) what you say, I still don't believe what he has done.
4. (Although, In spite of) her success, she does not feel happy.
5. (Being, Be) it ever so humble, there's no place like home.
6. (Being, It being, Having been, It was) a fine day, I went out for a walk.
7. (Each, Every) of the three boys won a prize.
8. (Compared, Comparing) with other organs in the body, the brain has complexity and beauty.
9. (Considering, Considered) as a work of art, the structure is rather disappointing.
10. (Do you think who, Who do you think, Whom do you think) will be chosen as our president?
11. (Each, All) of the boys and girls are on the ground.
12. (Each, All) of the boys and girls has lunch at noon.
13. (Having drunk, Having drunken), he washed the cup and put it away.
14. (Having exhausted, Exhausting, Exhausted, After exhausting) from a day's work, he went to bed much earlier than usual.
15. (Having, To have) much to do, they felt tired.
16. (He, It) was Tom who broke the vase.
17. (Heard, Being heard, Having heard, Having been heard) the story before, she didn't want to hear it again.
18. (How, What) was the weather like?
19. (If, That, What, Which) he refused our proposal was a big surprise to us.
20. (Is, are) there any of them here today?
21. (It is believed , Believing) that the formation of the sun, the planets, and other stars began with the condensation of the interstellar gas cloud.
22. (Knowing not, Not knowing) what to do, I stood still.
23. (Provided, Taken, Supposed, Given) good health, one can do anything.
24. (Seeing, Seen, To see, Having seen) from a distance, the rock looked like a human face.
25. (Seeing, to see) the policeman, he ran away.
26. (She, Hers, Her's) was a nervous disease, and a change of air was an urgent need.

27. (That both, Both) astrology and alchemy may be regarded as fundamental aspects of thought is indicated by their apparent universality.

28. (That of your sister, That sister of yours, Your that sister) is always complaining of her husband.

29. (The most, Most) of the theories about its origin assume that the earth began in a gaseous state, moved through a liquid state, and finally became partly solid.

30. (There have been moments, Throughout moments) in history when remarkable progress was made in relatively short period of time.

31. (To paint, Painting, Having painted, Painted) white, this house looks bigger.

32. (Tom's and Jane's , Tom and Jane's) car broke down again, but luckily they knew how to fix it.

33. (Tom's this racket, This Tom's racket, This racket of Tom, This racket of Tom's) is a little heavier than the one which I bought yesterday.

34. (Turn, Turning) to the right, you'll find the building.

35. (Was, Were) I a millionaire, I should be able to have a large house of my own.

36. (We are, It is) not easy to get out of a bad habit

37. (What do you know, Do you know what) he said? - Yes, I do.

38. (What, That, Why) do you suppose the man is writing about?

39. (What, When, Why) do you think she wants to have?

40. (Whatever, However) much she eats, she never gets fat.

41. (Whoever, Whomever) comes first will win the prize.

42. (Whom, who) did you say wrote the Petrified Forest?

43. (Writing, Written) in terse, lucid style, the book describes the author's childhood experiences in Texas just before the outbreak of the Civil War.

44. A child (that, whom, whose) parents are dead is called an orphan.

45. A large number of students (has, have) seen it.

46. A number of books (are missing, is missing, are missed, is missed) from the library.

47. A number of bridges (has been, have been) built by the workers.

48. Advice is like salt - it should be used sparingly when (asked for, asking for, to ask, to be asked).

49. After a long argument I finally (agreed, changed, persuaded, assured) her to go camping.
50. Alaska is (farther, further) than I thought.
51. All during his political career, Senator Jackson believe that it was the nation's welfare that mattered, not (him, his.)
52. All of a sudden, he caught me (by the arm, on the arm.)
53. Are you free (on, for, to, in) Friday afternoon
54. As they talked, she grew (fear, fearful, fearfully).
55. As you treat me, (so, as) will I treat you.
56. Because of air pollution being greatly reduced, this city is still a good place (to live, to live in).
57. Because they were unaware of his interest in the building, they did not understand why he felt so bad about (it's, its) being condemned.
58. Busan is the second (large, larger, largest) city in Korea.
59. Can you make yourself (to understand, understand, understanding, understood) in English?
60. Cancer can be cured if (discover, to discover, discovered, discovering) in time.
61. Come and meet an old friend of (me, my, mine).
62. Come right away, (or, and) you will be late.
63. Could I (lend, borrow) your bicycle?
64. Could you (lend, borrow) me ten dollars?
65. Dancing to jazz music is almost as exciting to me as (to race, racing) motorcycles.
66. Darwin studied the animals and birds different from (that, one, those) he knew in England.
67. Dave is (the taller, the tall, tall) of the two boys.
68. David is as tall as (she, her).
69. Despite a shortage of steel, industrial output has increased (for, to, at, in, by) five percent.
70. Did you have your oil (check, checked) at the gas station?
71. Do you have a pen? Yes, I have (it, one) right here.
72. Do you have my camera? Yes, I have (it, one.)
73. Do you know (what, that) I have in my hand?
74. Do you know the meaning of this word? No, but I'll (look up, look it up, look it up, look up it) in the dictionary.
75. Do you like (the boys of this class, this class boys)?
76. Do you like a symphony (to compose, composed) by Beethoven?
77. Do you object (to go, to going) on a picnic?
78. Do you remember where (had I put, I put) my watch?
79. Does he have a watch? Yes, he has a new (one, it).
80. Does he like football? Yes, and I think that he prefers it (to, than) any other kind.
81. Don’t (leave, remain, lie) your work half finished.
82. Don’t forget (to mail, mailing, mail) this letter on your way to school.
83. Either the son or his parents (is, are) to blame for it.
84. Either Tom (and, or, nor) Jane must do the work.
85. Evans shut herself up in the room, with all the windows (to close, having closed, closed, closing).
86. Everest is about 9,000 meters (high, highly).
87. Every man and woman (has, have) freedom of speech.
88. Exercising is (as good a way, as a good way) as any to lose unwanted weight.
89. Give me a pencil if you have (some, any).
90. He (beat, won) her at the tennis match.
91. He (beat, won) the tennis match.
92. He (collected, has been collecting, is collecting, was collecting) stamps since he was a child.
93. He (hurt, was hurt, was hurting, was hurted) in the accidents.
94. He (lies, lay, laid) his head on the pillow.
95. He (must be, must have been) diligent when young.
96. He (remembered, reminded) me not to forget my passport.
97. He asked for two volunteers, you and (I, me).
98. He asked me (that, if) I would accept the invitation.
99. He asked me (that, whether, as, in which, what) I could do him a favor.
100. He asked us (don’t, not to make, to not make, make not) any noise.
101. He can't speak English. (Either can, Neither can, Neither can’t) my sister.
102. He caught me (onto, by) the neck.
103. He decided not (go, to go, going, gone) to the party.
104. He didn't help me when I needed him. A true friend (would have acted, would act) differently.
105. He explained (the matter to me, me the matter, the matter of me).

106. He has (laid, lain, lied) there for an hour.

107. He has his trousers (press, to press, pressing, pressed) every day.

108. He is (no better, not better) than a thief.

109. He is (smaller, the smaller, the smallest) of the two.

110. He is (the last, last) man to tell a lie.

111. He is a bit (like to, like, next to) his father.

112. He is not going on the picnic, and (nor is she, neither isn't she)

113. He is not the man (that, what, whom) he was when I first knew him.

114. He is studying very (hardly, hard).

115. He is taller than (I, me.)

116. He is the (last, good) man to tell a lie.

117. He is the boy (of whom, who, whom) I spoke the other day.

118. He is used (to be, to being) made fun of.

119. He knows (that, what) it takes to achieve his goal.

120. He left his hometown (in, at, on) a cold morning.

121. He lost (almost all, almost, most, the most of) the stamps he had collected.

122. He made it clear (that, what) it was impossible for her to do the work.

123. He mentioned a book (which title, with the title which, in which the title, the title of
which) I can't remember now.

124. He neither drinks (or, nor, either) smokes.

125. He opened the door, though I told (him not, him not to, not to him, to him not).

126. He ordered the room (sweep, to sweep, sweeping, to be swept, being swept) by noon.

127. He persists (for her to ask, in her asking) questions to herself.

128. He quickly stepped on the brakes, and his car came to stop just in time to (avoid, be
avoided) an accident.

129. Her away lest he (should, should not) be seen.

130. He seemed (disappointed, disappoint, disappointing, to disappoint) at the results.

131. He struck me (on, by) the ear.

132. He took me (from, by, with, on) the hand.

133. He walked on tiptoe lest he (be, is, is not, was not, should not be) heard.

134. He was (never to, to never) see his family again.
135. He was almost asleep when he heard his name (called, call, calling, to be called).
136. He was becoming forgetful, (which, that, it, what) bothered him a lot.
137. He was in Seoul (for, during) six weeks for the summer.
138. He went to Paris with a view (to study, to studying) art.
139. He will ask you (what, that) sports you like.
140. He, (who, which, what, whom, whose) car I borrowed for this trip, is a rich lawyer.
141. Her absence was (because of, due to) her sickness.
142. Her opinion is quite different from (me, mine, myself).
143. His friend suggested he (join, joins, will join) the drama group.
144. His point of view is quite different from (me, mine).
145. His talent was (so, such) that he deserved to be famous.
146. How (quickly, soon, fast, long) does the show begin?
147. How long (did it pass, has it been, has it passed, was it) since you gave up teaching at that school?
148. How much gasoline is left in the tank? (Not some, None, Nothing, Not one), I'm afraid.
149. I'd rather go to a play than (see, to see) a movie.
150. I'd rather she (sat, seated, sit, will sit) next to me.
151. I (barely heard, heard barely) any noise in the house.
152. I (didn't have seen, have never seen) the movie before.
153. I (didn't need tell, didn't need to tell, didn't to need tell) him. He already knew.
154. I (have gone, have been) to London to see my uncle.
155. I (hope, am hoping, hope for, hope in) your success.
156. I (shall, should) have shown you the latest map.
157. I (was, had been, have been, would be) in the army for a month when the war ended.
158. I am sure (if, that, for) he can solve the problem.
159. I am very (interesting, interested) in this novel.
160. I borrowed a book from the library, but I haven't read (many, much, some, none) of it yet.
161. I bought some cheese and (a few, a little, little) milk.
162. I considered (to change, changing, changed, to have changed) my job, but in the end I decided not to.
163. I don't doubt (that, if, whether) she will come here.
164. I don't know if he (visit, will visit, will have visited) us next Sunday.
165. I don't know where (she, does she) lives.
166. I found him (lying, laying) on the floor asleep.
167. I got him (help, to help, helped) me when I moved the furniture.
168. I had a tooth (pulling, pulled) out at the dentist's yesterday.
169. I had my brother (sweep, swept) the floor.
170. I had my printer (repairing, repaired).
171. I had my son (water, watered) the lawn.
172. I had my wallet (steal, stolen) in the bus.
173. I had reached the school before the rain (has started, had started, started).
174. I had scarcely waited a minute (when, than) he came.
175. I have (my, an, the) own car now; I paid for it (myself, my own, by me).
176. I have a little money (to leave, left).
177. I have been living here (since, for, during) three years.
178. I have known him (while, since) he was a child.
179. I have never read (so an interesting book, so interesting a book) as this.
180. I have to do it and (so, also) do they.
181. I have to write a (two-hundred-words, two-hundred-word) paper.
182. I have two brothers. One is in Daegu and (others, another, the other) in Kwangju.
183. I know better than (call, to call) him.
184. I know, but it can't (help, be helped.)
185. I like her, not because she's beautiful but (that, because) she's shy.
186. I look forward (to hear, to hearing) from you.
187. I looked him (on, by, in) the eye.
188. I made him (have talked, having talked, talk, talking) to his aunt on the phone.
189. I move that the money (is, will be, be) used for library books.
190. I object to war not because it drains the economy, but (because, that) it seems inhuman.
191. I often enjoy (to listen to, to listen, listening, listening to) classical music after supper.
192. I remember (to post, to posting, I have posted, posting) the letter yesterday.
193. I saw him (comes, to come, came, coming) with his brief case under his arm.
194. I saw the whole accident with my own eyes. I saw the man (knock, knocked, knocking, to knock) down and the driver driving away.

195. I seized him (on, at, by) the collar.

196. I smell something (burn, burns, burning).

197. I suggested that he (followed, follow) my advice.

198. I think (it, what) dangerous her going there alone at night.

199. I think it to be (she, her).

200. I think most people are better off now (that, as, than) they used to be.

201. I think we had better wait (until, more, another) thirty minutes.

202. I thought (it, that) my duty to support the chairman.

203. I usually get home (till, by) six o'clock.

204. I want everything (ready, readily) by two o'clock.

205. I want some oranges. Give me these big (one, ones).

206. I want to buy the blue suit, (which, but which) is too costly for me.

207. I was born in Kyoto. (So did my parents, So my parents were, So were my parents).

208. I was very thirsty and I wanted to drink (cold something, something cold, some to cold things).

209. I went skiing (at, to) Colorado last winter.

210. I went to school in New York and (so went, so did) Tom.

211. I went to see Mr. Lindell, (who, that) was not at home then.

212. I went to see the baseball game yesterday. It was very (excited, excitement, exciting).

213. I will ask him when he (returns, will return).

214. I will be back (for, at, in) an hour.

215. I will read a book when I (have finished, finished) this task.

216. I wish I (didn't have, hadn't had) a cold then.

217. I wish I (was, were) a man.

218. I wish you (left, had left) that unsaid when you met her.

219. I wonder how long ago this school (began, has begun.)

220. If Bill had wanted to pass his exam, he (would have studied, would study) much harder for the exam.

221. If he (did not save, had not saved) me then, I should not be alive.

222. If he (has, had) helped me, I could have done it.
223. If he had trained harder at that time, he (will be, would be, will have been, would have been) healthier now.

224. If I (had, had had) free time, I'd have taken a vacation.

225. If I (have, had, have had) ten thousand won, I would buy these books.

226. If I (was, were) a member of the club, I would do better than Mr. Kim.

227. If it (will be, will have been, is) nice weather tomorrow, I will finish the work.

228. If the gardener comes today, have him (plant, planted) the rosebush.

229. If they hadn't found the vase, John (would have been accused, had been accused, will be accused, was accused) of stealing it.

230. If you (hurry, will hurry), you will be there on time.

231. If you do not go, I won't, (either, neither, too, also).

232. If you need (farther, further) assistance, please ask.

233. In 1939, (as 1914, such as 1914, like 1914, as in 1914), the world was on the brink of war.

234. In our school, (almost all of, almost, most of, most) students study English as their second language.

235. In tropical Asia it (has cultivated, has been cultivated) for more than 3,000 years.

236. It's such (a nice, nice) weather.

237. It's time you (to go, went) to bed.

238. It (is raining, has rained) everyday so far this month.

239. It (was, being) fine, we went out for a walk.

240. It goes without (to say, saying) that health is above wealth.

241. It is (great fun, a great fun, the great fun, very fun) to play with a puppy.

242. It is (to you, for you) that I lent the money.

243. It is a beautiful car, but it is not (price, worth, worthy, value) the price that I paid for it.

244. It is no use (to cry, crying) over spilt milk.

245. It is time you (go, are going, went) to bed.

246. It is very stupid (for you, of you) to do such a thing.

247. It is wise (for you, of you) to have done the work.

248. It is yet (impossible, unfinished, much to do, to be seen, predictive) whether this plan will succeed or not.

249. It suddenly (noticed, thought, struck, left) me that the boat might be washed away by
the waves.

250. It was (he, him) that I liked.

251. It was (so, such) a cold night that we stayed at home.

252. It was a beautiful, sunny day. The weather couldn't have been (worse, worst, better, best) for a picnic.

253. It was clear (that, what) something had happened.

254. It was only yesterday that John (said, spoke, talked, told) me about his plan to go to Europe.

255. It will be dark by the time he (gets, get, will get, got) there.

256. Jack's parents seemed (relief, relieved, relieving, to relieve) to hear that his plane was on time.

257. Jane and (I, myself) are writing a novel.

258. Japan is (to, in, on) the east of China.

259. Joe grinned and winked at his visitor, thinking (he, him) to be slightly insane but harmless.

260. Joe, as well as his two cousins, (call, calls) me every day.

261. Kim wouldn't mind (I drop, me to drop, my dropping, dropping me) in on her unexpectedly.

262. Let's (assume, presume, resume) reading where we left off last week.

263. Let's ask him his opinion about it, (shall, will) we?

264. Let's go by taxi, (won't you, don't we, shall we, should we)?

265. Let's talk (over, on, with) a cup of tea, shall we?

266. Let's wait till he (comes, is coming, will come, come).

267. Let me have a look at it, (do, don't, have, shall, will) you?

268. Little (did I dream, I dreamed) that such a thing would happen.

269. Many a man (have, has) failed.

270. Many witnesses insisted that the accident (take place, had taken place) on the crosswalk.

271. Mary got her sister (help, to help) her pack.

272. Mary scarcely seems to care for me, (does not she, doesn't she, does she, does she not)?

273. Members of the party were surprised by (Jackson, Jackson's) winning the election so easily.
274. Mike is less (tall, taller) than Mary.
275. Milk is made (of, from, into, in) butter and cheese.
276. More than half of my books (was, were, has been) destroyed by the fire last night.
277. More than one student (is, are) suffering from nervous breakdown.
278. Most of the work (is, are) over.
279. Most people know (what, that) it is like to have their blood pressure taken, but few understand the meaning of the numbers used to record blood pressure.
280. My brother (married, married to, married with) his friend's sister last year.
281. My brother is (very, much) older than I.
282. My friend, James was not in class yesterday, and (neither wasn't I, neither was I, either was I).
283. My grandfather has a physical checkup (all three months, all the three months, every three month, every three months).
284. My master says, I write well for my age and am (quickly, quick) at figures, so that by and by I shall no doubt do very well.
285. My mother never gave me (many advice, much advice, many advices).
286. My two aunts, along with their dog DJ, (visit, visits) me every Sunday.
287. No sooner (has, had) he arrived here than he fell ill.
288. Nobody except you and (she, her) saw the robber run away.
289. Not a word (did he say, he said).
290. Not only my parents but also my sister (is, are) against my opinion.
291. Not too many years ago, it was an (exciting, excited) experience to travel 25 or 50 miles from home.
292. Nothing was (to see, to be seen) in the sky.
293. Now that I am a teacher, I think (contrary, otherwise, different, nevertheless).
294. One (whose, who) desires and impulses are not his own has no character.
295. One of them (go, goes) like this, First, look at (this, these) three words.
296. Only gradually (they did, did they) incorporate into their preaching the earthly Jesus who had ministered to the people of Israel.
297. Our school begins (at, from, on) eight in the morning.
298. Physics (is, are) my weak subject.
299. Please (admit, allow, forgive, permit) me for not having written for a long time.
300. Please keep me (informing, informed, to inform) of the development of the case.
301. Please let (me no hearing, me not hear, not me hear, me not to hear) of that story any more.
302. Please remain (sat, seated, seating, to seat) for a few minutes.
303. Please remember (put, to put, putting, having put) out the light before you go to bed.
304. Please tell me (if, whether) the museum is open on Monday or on Tuesday.
305. Please tell me what (does it, it) means.
306. Professor Wenger discussed the question with Professor Robert and (me, myself.)
307. Rarely (do meteors blaze, meteors that blaze) for more than a few seconds once they enter the Earth's atmosphere.
308. Rarely (have I, I have) enjoyed an evening quite so much.
309. Refrigerating meats (retard, retards) the spread of bacteria.
310. Romeo and Juliet (was, were) written by Shakespeare.
311. Sam is walking (to, in, on, for) the direction of the station.
312. School being over, there were only a (few, little, short, poor, small) number of pupils in the playground.
313. Science (is, are) a little difficult for me.
314. Seldom (would he, he would) write to his father.
315. She (can, cannot) have walked so far in five minutes.
316. She (lied, lay, laid) down and closed her eyes.
317. She (may call, may have called) me up while I was out.
318. She always (makes, lets, gets, allows ) her children do what they want to.
319. She as well as I (am, is, are, have) tired of the work.
320. She certainly looks beautiful (in, for, on, with) a Japanese kimono.
321. She comes to school (at, by, in, on) her car.
322. She denied (having stolen, to have stolen, to steal) the money.
323. She did not go to see the drama, and (neither did I, I also did, so I didn't, I didn't neither).
324. She does not know (that, what) it is to be poor.
325. She doesn't like English, much (less, more) mathematics.
326. She got (so, such) a nice present that she could hardly get to sleep.
327. She is (by far, very) the most intelligent student in the school.
328. She is (so, such, very, too) obstinate that I can't persuade her.
329. She is going to buy a hat after she (cashes, will cash) a checks.
330. She is good at Russian, much (less, more) English.
331. She is older than any other (girls, girl) in the group.
332. She is one of the few girls who (has, have) passed the exam.
333. She is very intelligent. I (hope, expect) her to pass the examination easily.
334. She must be looking forward as much to his return as he himself is (to seeing, to see) her.
335. She returned home (hungrily, hungry).
336. She sat in the chair with her legs (crossing, crossed).
337. She stood with her hand (shade, to shade, shading, shaded) her eyes.
338. She was made (wait, to wait, waiting, waited, be waited) for over an hour.
339. She was pretty exhausted, but most people didn’t think it was (exhausted, exhausting) at all.
340. She was surprised (to hear, of hearing) the news.
341. She wrote down the number (in not order, in order not) to forget it.
342. Some people like brown sugar, while (others, another, the other) prefer (a white one, white, white one).
343. Students should try (not be, to not be, to don’t be, not to be) late.
344. Table manners vary from one country to (another, other, the another, the other).
345. Ten miles (is, are) not a long way to drive.
346. Thanks to the newly invented vaccine, the liver disease has now (been disappeared, disappeared).
347. That is half (a, the) length of this.
348. That professor is an authority (on, at, in) Shakespeare.
349. That tree, (the branches of which, its branches, that the branches of, whose the branches) are almost gone now, is a very old oak.
350. That was the reason (why, which) prevented them from coming with me.
351. The (later, latter) half of the week was fine.
352. The abolition of slavery was not followed by any concentrated effort to let those black children (share, to share) those educational benefits that in an open society are synonymous with upward movement.
353. The artist (of which painting you liked, of which paintings you like, whom painting you like, whose paintings you liked) is a friend of mine.
354. The best player may be (he, him).
355. The boy (who, whom) I believed to be honest deceived me.
356. The boys pretended (being, of being, to be) pirates.
357. The boys rode (his, their) bikes.
358. The colors (fit, suit) me very well.
359. The data (has, have) arrived just in time.
360. The doctor's records must be kept thorough and (neat, neatly) so as to insure good bookkeeping.
361. The doctor advised me (not to eat, not eating, not eat, to not eat) too much.
362. The electric furnace is used extensively to produce the high-grade steel (is required, required) for the manufacture of steel alloys.
363. The English (is, are) generally a conservative people.
364. The fact (of, if, that, which) a man lives on the same street with me does not mean he is my friend.
365. The fact that someone is interested enough to give help to poor villagers often (work, works) wonders.
366. The girl (sat, seated) herself in her mother's.
367. The girl was heard (sing, to sing, sang, sung) a song.
368. The government does not know how to use (its, it's) power.
369. The group demanded that the president (resigns, resigned, resign).
370. The heavy fog made (that, to, it) impossible for us to see anything in front of us.
371. The higher you go up, the (much, more) difficult it becomes to breathe.
372. The invention of the telephone was the beginning of a few industries that (us, we) moderns take for granted.
373. The king bade them (leave, to leave).
374. The man (which, who, whose) I thought was his father proved to be a perfect stranger.
375. The meeting is (to hold, to be held) this afternoon.
376. The most highly praised performances in theatrical history were achieved by creating believable characters who behaved (logical, logically) and truthfully.
377. The number of cars (increase, increases) every year.
378. The number of students in our university (is, are) increasing with the years.
379. The number of students who were late for school was much (fewer, smaller) than I
had expected.

380. The number of traffic accidents (are, is) on the increase.

381. The objective of the mission was (to study, to studying) a person's ability to live and work for extended periods in the weightless conditions of space.

382. The office (locates, is located) in Paris.

383. The office is very cold; it needs (heating, to heat.)

384. The old lady told the little boys (not to be, don't be) so noisy.

385. The organization, (founded, found) in 1971 by the Reverend Jesse Jackson, provides educational assistance to children living in economically depressed communities.

386. The party was a lot of fun. I wish you (had been, have been) there.

387. The patient (on who, who, on whom, whom) the physician spent much effort has recovered.

388. The play was a lot of fun. I wish I (could have been, would be) there.

389. The policeman told us to drive slowly and (not to put, not put) on our high beams.

390. The population of New York is smaller than (one, that, those) of Tokyo.

391. The president of the company, (whom, of whom, to whom, who, that, to that) I introduced you last Friday, wants to see you again.

392. The prices run as (high, expensive) as fifty dollars.

393. The rain made it (difficult, difficulty) for me to come here.

394. The reason she is fat is (because, that) she overeats.

395. The result was rather (disappointed, disappointing).

396. The river (rose, raised) twenty feet.

397. The sun (have set, had set, having set, being set, has set), we stayed there for the night.

398. The Tartar chief controls a thousand men, all of (them, whom) must obey his orders in both war and peace.

399. The teacher is punishing the students who always (come, comes) late.

400. The timid mother causes her children (feeling, to feel) that they are never safe.

401. The use of radar as well as the two-way radio (make, makes) it possible for the police to intercept most speeders.

402. The village is now very different from (what, as, that, which) it was ten years ago.

403. The waiter was (so a nice man that, such nice man that, such a nice man, so a nice man) we didn't like to complain about the meal.
404. The years (during which, from which, in that, with that) he was away were long years to her.

405. There (go, goes) the last piece of cake and the last spoonful of ice cream.

406. There (is, are) a lot of interesting word games.

407. There (seem, seems) to be some doubt about it.

408. There are (many, much, very, so) more people than I expected.

409. There are a lot of (people, peoples) in the park.

410. There are some (Japanese, Japaneses) in our class.

411. There are three (girls’, girls’s) schools in this city.

412. There are two pears; give me (an, one, it) and keep (another, the other, other one) for yourself.

413. There comes a time in every man's life (when, that) he has to think.

414. There is no rule (but, that) has any exceptions.

415. There is no sugar (leave, leaving, left, to leave) in the pot.

416. There is nothing so difficult (as, that, but) it becomes easy by practice.

417. There was no objection on the part of (that, those, who, whom) present.

418. There was so much noise that the speaker couldn't make himself (hear, hearing, to hear, heard, being heard).

419. There were a large (number, amount, sum, deal) of people present at the party.

420. These are the trees (of, to, on) the leaves of which silkworms live.

421. They (have known, have been knowing, know) each other since their childhood.

422. They believe (that, it) their duty to look after the morals of those who live in their poverty.

423. They demanded the king (had been, be, is) put to death at once.

424. They had (another, others) three days holiday.

425. They swam (across, through) the river.

426. They were angry (at his not coming, at not his coming, to him not coming) to the meeting.

427. They won't leave as long as we (will be, are) here.

428. This book will help you (understand, understood) English grammar.

429. This dress doesn't (fit, suit) me. Have you got a larger size?

430. This is a book (from which, to which, for what) you can learn both how to read and how to live.
431. This is five times (big, the size) of that.
432. This is just (that, what, which) I have been looking for so long.
433. This is the dictionary (I told you about, about that I told you, which I told you about it) yesterday.
434. This is the house (which, where) I used to live when I was young.
435. This is the magazine I (spoke to you, spoke to you about, spoke you).
436. This lake is (a deepest, the deeper, deepest) at this point.
437. This morning it was (too, more, much) cooler than yesterday morning.
438. This is the magazine I (spoke to you, spoke to you about, spoke you).
439. This new road is (far, more) better than the old one.
440. This room can hold (three hundred, three hundreds) people.
441. This story is (too, by, from) far the most interesting of all.
442. This watch is (far the better, far better, by far the better, far more better) than that one.
443. This year's fashions are quite different from (one, other, these, those) of last year's.
444. This year the numbers (expect, are expected) to show a rapid decline.
445. Those boys are friends of (them, theirs).
446. Tom's house is (as three times, three times as) large as mine.
447. Tom asked Mary (if, that) he could use her pen.
448. Tom is (more clever, cleverer) than wise.
449. Tom is taller than any other (boy, boys).
450. Tom lost his cap, and he thought he must buy (it, one, some, the other).
451. Truly, the actor played cowboy roles better than (any actor, any more actors, no other actor, any other actor).
452. Two weeks (is, are) too long for me to wait.
453. Two-thirds of the work (is, are) finished.
454. Water (is consisted, consists) of oxygen and hydrogen.
455. We cannot be (also, too) cautious.
456. We danced (to, for, by) the music.
457. We don't (allow, let, forgive, make) the students to have visitors after ten o'clock.
458. We had (many, much) snow last year.
459. We had a very hard time (to discuss, discussing) some of the problems.
460. We look forward (to receive, in receiving, to receiving, to have received, to be received) your prompt reply.
461. We often hear it (say, said, saying) that ours is essentially a tragic age.
462. We shall leave for home as soon as it (will stop, will have stopped, stops, stopped) raining.
463. We took it (for granted, for granting) that you would agree.
464. We walked (across, through) the forest.
465. We won't go unless they (invite, will invite) us.
466. What (would, will, can) you do if the world were to come to an end tomorrow?
467. What do you say (to take, to taking) a walk in the park?
468. What is it (what, how, that, where) you really want to say?
469. What would you do, if you (had, would have, had had) million dollars?
470. When all the students (seated, were seated) the professor began his lecture.
471. When he (graduates, graduates from) college he will have to decide whether to continue his studies or seek employment.
472. While (crossing, crossed, to cross, have crossed) the street on my way to school, I met him by chance.
473. While a student at City College of New York, Hugo Martinez organized the United Graffiti Artist, which (sponsored by, was sponsored by) the city’s earliest exhibitions of graffiti art.
474. Will you tell him about it when he (comes, will come, would come) home?
475. Within the Alamo (was, were) one hundred and eighty men, more than two thirds of whom had recently migrated from near-by states.
476. Won't you have (some, any, little) more coffee?
477. Work hard, (and, or) you will win the prize.
478. Would you like (to me do, me to do, to me to do, to do to me) that work?
479. Would you mind (come, to come, coming, having come) earlier next time?
480. Would you mind (to close, closing) the door?
481. Yesterday was my birthday. My mother made a cake (to, for) me.
482. You've never been to Europe, (did, didn't, have, aren't) you?
483. You (did not, need not) have quit your job.
484. You (had not better, had better not, had better not to) stay up late.
485. You are (enough old, old enough) to know better.
486. You are (less likely, less unlikely, likely, very unlikely) to gain weight in summer than in winter because you tend to lose your appetite when it is hot.
487. You as well as he (is, are) to blame for the accident.
488. You can enjoy some recorded music (during, however, while, until, since) you wait.
489. You can hire a bicycle (at, by, to) the hour at this shop.
490. You could have heard a pin (drop, to drop, to be dropped, dropped, be dropping).
491. You get up early, (did, didn't, doesn't, don't) you?
492. You had better (had, have, to get, to have) your hair cut.
493. You had better wait until the police (come, comes, will come, would come)
494. You look (bored, boring, to be boring). Can't you find anything to do?
495. You may give the book to (whomever, whichever, whoever) wants it.
496. You must (believe, help, prepare, take) set the table.
497. You must let things (to take, take, taking) their own course.
498. You must remember (to remind, reminding) John that the garden needs watering.
499. You must try to avoid (hurt, to hurt, hurting, having hurt) people’s feelings.
500. You said she was kind and so (is she, she is).
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26. (She, Hers, Her's) was a nervous disease, and a change of air was an urgent need.
27. (That both, Both) astrology and alchemy may be regarded as fundamental aspects of thought is indicated by their apparent universality.
28. (That of your sister, That sister of yours, Your that sister) is always complaining of her husband.
29. (The most, Most) of the theories about its origin assume that the earth began in a gaseous state, moved through a liquid state, and finally became partly solid.
30. (There have been moments, Throughout moments) in history when remarkable progress was made in relatively short period of time.
31. (To paint, Painting, Having painted, Painted) white, this house looks bigger.
32. (Tom's and Jane's, Tom and Jane's) car broke down again, but luckily they knew how to fix it.
33. (Tom's this racket, This Tom's racket, This racket of Tom, This racket of Tom's) is a little heavier than the one which I bought yesterday.
34. (Turn, Turning) to the right, you'll find the building.
35. (Was, Were) I a millionaire, I should be able to have a large house of my own.
36. (We are, It is) not easy to get out of a bad habit.
37. (What do you know, Do you know what) he said? - Yes, I do.
38. (What, That, Why) do you suppose the man is writing about?
39. (What, When, Why) do you think she wants to have?
40. (Whatever, However) much she eats, she never gets fat.
41. (Whoever, Whomever) comes first will win the prize.
42. (Whom, who) did you say wrote the Petrified Forest?
43. (Writing, Written) in terse, lucid style, the book describes the author's childhood experiences in Texas just before the outbreak of the Civil War.
44. A child (that, whom, whose) parents are dead is called an orphan.
45. A large number of students (has, have) seen it.
46. A number of books (are missing, is missing, are missed, is missed) from the library.
47. A number of bridges (has been, have been) built by the workers.
48. Advice is like salt - it should be used sparingly when (asked for, asking for, to ask, to be asked).
49. After a long argument I finally (agreed, changed, persuaded, assured) her to go camping.
50. Alaska is (farther, further) than I thought.
51. All during his political career, Senator Jackson believe that it was the nation's welfare that mattered, not (him, his.)
52. All of a sudden, he caught me (by the arm, on the arm).
53. Are you free (on, for, to, in) Friday afternoon?
54. As they talked, she grew (fear, fearful, fearfully).
55. As you treat me, (so, as) will I treat you.
56. Because of air pollution being greatly reduced, this city is still a good place (to live in it, to live in).
57. Because they were unaware of his interest in the building, they did not understand why he felt so bad about (it's, its) being condemned.
58. Busan is the second (large, larger, largest) city in Korea.
59. Can you make yourself (to understand, understand, understanding, understood) in English?
60. Cancer can be cured if (discover, to discover, discovered, discovering) in time.
61. Come and meet an old friend of (me, my, mine).
62. Come right away, (or, and) you will be late.
63. Could I (lend, borrow) your bicycle?
64. Could you (lend, borrow) me ten dollars?
65. Dancing to jazz music is almost as exciting to me as (to race, racing) motorcycles.
66. Darwin studied the animals and birds different from (that, one, those) he knew in England.
67. Dave is (the taller, the tall, tall) of the two boys.
68. David is as tall as (she, her).
69. Despite a shortage of steel, industrial output has increased (for, to, at, in, by) five percent.
70. Did you have your oil (check, checked) at the gas station?
71. Do you have a pen? Yes, I have (it, one) right here.
72. Do you have my camera? Yes, I have (it, one.)
73. Do you know (what, that) I have in my hand?
74. Do you know the meaning of this word? No, but I'll (look up, look up it, look it up, be looking up it) in the dictionary.
75. Do you like (the boys of this class, this class boys)?
76. Do you like a symphony (to compose, composed) by Beethoven?
77. Do you object (to go, to going) on a picnic?
78. Do you remember where (had I put, I put) my watch?
79. Does he have a watch? Yes, he has a new (one, it).
80. Does he like football? Yes, and I think that he prefers it (to, than) any other kind.
81. Don’t (leave, remain, lie) your work half finished.
82. Don’t forget (to mail, mailing, mail) this letter on your way to school.
83. Either the son or his parents (is, are) to blame for it.
84. Emily (arrived, reached) in Boston early on the morning of May 7.
85. Evans shut herself up in the room, with all the windows (to close, having closed, closed, closing).
86. Everest is about 9,000 meters (high, highly).
87. Every man and woman (has, have) freedom of speech.
88. Exercising is (as good a way, as a good way) as any to lose unwanted weight.
89. Give me a pencil if you have (some, any).
90. He (beat, won) her at the tennis match.
91. He (beat, won) the tennis match.
92. He (collected, has been collecting, is collecting, was collecting) stamps since he was a child.
93. He (hurt, was hurt, was hurting, was hurted) in the accidents.
94. He (lies, lay, laid) his head on the pillow.
95. He (must be, must have been) diligent when young.
96. He (remembered, reminded) me not to forget my passport.
97. He asked for two volunteers, you and (I, me).
98. He asked me (that, if) I would accept the invitation.
99. He asked several questions (to, for, of) the girl.
100. He asked us (don’t, not to make, not to make, make not) any noise.
101. He can’t speak English. (Either can, Neither can, Neither can’t) my sister.
102. He caught me (onto, by) the neck.
103. He decided not (go, to go, going, gone) to the party.
104. He didn’t help me when I needed him. A true friend (would have acted, would act) differently.
105. He explained (the matter to me, me the matter, the matter of me).
106. He has (laid, lain, lied) there for an hour.
107. He has his trousers (press, to press, pressing, pressed) every day.
108. He is (no better, not better) than a thief.
109. He is (smaller, the smaller, the smallest) of the two.
110. He is (the last, last) man to tell a lie.
111. He is a bit (like to, like, next to) his father.
112. He is not going on the picnic, and (nor is she, neither isn’t she)
113. He is not the man (that, what, whom) he was when I first knew him.
114. He is studying very (hardly, hard).
115. He is taller than (I, me.)
116. He is the (last, good) man to tell a lie.
117. He is the boy (of whom, who, whom) I spoke the other day.
118. He is used (to be, to being) made fun of.
119. He knows (that, what) it takes to achieve his goal.
120. He left his hometown (in, at, on) a cold morning.
121. He lost (almost all, almost, most, the most of) the stamps he had collected.
122. He made it clear (that, what) it was impossible for her to do the work.
123. He mentioned a book (which title, with the title which, in which the title, the title of which) I can’t remember now.
124. He neither drinks (or, nor; either) smokes.
125. He opened the door, though I told (him not, him not to, not to him, to him not).
126. He ordered the room (sweep, to sweep, sweeping, to be swept, being swept) by noon.
127. He persists (for her to ask, in her asking) questions to herself.
128. He quickly stepped on the brakes, and his car came to stop just in time to (avoid, be avoided) an accident.
129. He ran away lest he (should, should not) be seen.
130. He seemed (disappointed, disappoint, disappointing, to disappoint) at the results.
131. He struck me (on, by) the ear.
132. He took me (from, by, with, on) the hand.
133. He walked on tiptoe lest he (be, is, is not, was not, should not be) heard.
134. He was (never to, to never) see his family again.
135. He was almost asleep when he heard his name (called, call, calling, to be called).
136. He was becoming forgetful, *(which, that, it, what)* bothered him a lot.
137. He was in Seoul *(for, during)* six weeks for the summer.
138. He went to Paris with a view *(to study, to studying)* art.
139. He will ask you *(what, that)* sports you like.
140. He, *(who, which, what, whom, whose)* car I borrowed for this trip, is a rich lawyer.
141. Her absence was *(because of, due to)* her sickness.
142. Her opinion is quite different from *(me, mine, myself)*.
143. His friend suggested he *(join, joins, will join)* the drama group.
144. His library was *(found, founded)* in 1980.
145. His talent was *(so, such)* that he deserved to be famous.
146. How *(quickly, soon, fast, long)* does the show begin?
147. How long *(did it pass, has it been, has it passed, was it)* since you gave up teaching at that school?
148. How much gasoline is left in the tank? *(Not some, None, Nothing, Not one)*, I'm afraid.
149. I'd rather go to a play than *(see, to see)* a movie.
150. I'd rather she *(sat, seated, sit, will sit)* next to me.
151. I *(barely heard, heard barely)* any noise in the house.
152. I *(didn't have seen, have never seen)* the movie before.
153. I *(didn't need tell, didn't need to tell, didn't to need tell)* him. He already knew.
154. I *(have gone, have been)* to London to see my uncle.
155. I *(hope, am hoping, hope for, hope in)* your success.
156. I *(shall, should)* have shown you the latest map.
157. I *(was, had been, have been, would be)* in the army for a month when the war ended.
158. I am sure *(if, that)* for he can solve the problem.
159. I am very *(interesting, interested)* in this novel.
160. I borrowed a book from the library, but I haven't read *(many, much, some, none)* of it yet.
161. I bought some cheese and *(a few, a little, little)* milk.
162. I considered *(to change, changing, changed, to have changed)* my job, but in the end I decided not to.
163. I don't doubt *(that, if, whether)* she will come here.
164. I don't know if he (visit, will visit, will have visited) us next Sunday.
165. I don't know where (she, does she) lives.
166. I found him (lying, laying) on the floor asleep.
167. I got him (help, to help, helped) me when I moved the furniture.
168. I had a tooth (pulling, pulled) out at the dentist's yesterday.
169. I had my brother (sweep, swept) the floor.
170. I had my printer (repairing, repaired).
171. I had my son (water, watered) the lawn.
172. I had my wallet (steal, stolen) in the bus.
173. I had reached the school before the rain (has started, had started, started).
174. I had scarcely waited a minute (when, than) he came.
175. I have (my, an, the) own car now; I paid for it (myself, my own, by me).
176. I have a little money (to leave, left).
177. I have been living here (since, for, during) three years.
178. I have known him (while, since) he was a child.
179. I have never read (so an interesting book, so interesting a book) as this.
180. I have to do it and (so, also) do they.
181. I have to write a (two-hundred-words, two-hundred-word) paper.
182. I have two brothers. One is in Daegu and (others, another, the other) in Kwangju.
183. I know better than (call, to call) him.
184. I know, but it can't (help, be helped).
185. I like her, not because she's beautiful but (that, because) she's shy.
186. I look forward (to hear, to hearing) from you.
187. I looked him (on, by, in) the eye.
188. I made him (have talked, having talked, talk, talking) to his aunt on the phone.
189. I move that the money (is, will be, be) used for library books.
190. I object to war not because it drains the economy, but (because, that) it seems inhuman.
191. I often enjoy (to listen to, to listen, listening to) classical music after supper.
192. I remember (to post, to posting, I have posted, posting) the letter yesterday.
193. I saw him (comes, to come, came, coming) with his brief case under his arm.
194. I saw the whole accident with my own eyes. I saw the man (knock, knocked, knocking,
to knock) down and the driver driving away.

195. I seized him (on, at, by) the collar.
196. I smell something (burn, burns, burning).
197. I suggested that he (followed, follow) my advice.
198. I think (it, what) dangerous for her to go there alone at night.
199. I think it to be (she, her).
200. I think most people are better off now (that, as, than) they used to be.
201. I think we had better wait (until, more, another) thirty minutes.
202. I thought (it, that) my duty to support the chairman.
203. I usually get home (till, by) six o'clock.
204. I want everything (ready, readily) by two o'clock.
205. I want some oranges. Give me these big (one, ones).
206. I want to buy the blue suit, (which, but which) is too costly for me.
207. I was born in Kyoto. (So did my parents, So my parents were, So were my parents).
208. I was very thirsty and I wanted to drink (cold something, something cold, some to cold things).
209. I went skiing (at, to) Colorado last winter.
210. I went to school in New York and (so went, so did) Tom.
211. I went to see Mr. Lindell, (who, that) was not at home then.
212. I went to see the baseball game yesterday. It was very (excited, excitement, exciting).
213. I will ask him when he (returns, will return).
214. I will be back (for, at, in) an hour.
215. I will read a book when I (have finished, finished) this task.
216. I wish I (didn't have, hadn't had) a cold then.
217. I wish I (was, were) a man.
218. I wish you (left, had left) that unsaid when you met her.
219. I wonder how long ago this school (began, has begun.)
220. If Bill had wanted to pass his exam, he (would have studied, would study) much harder for the exam.
221. If he (did not save, had not saved) me then, I should not be alive.
222. If he (has, had) helped me, I could have done it.
223. If he had trained harder at that time, he (will be, would be, will have been, would have
been) healthier now.

224. If I (had, had had) free time, I’d have taken a vacation.

225. If I (have, had, have had) ten thousand won, I would buy these books.

226. If I (was, were) a member of the club, I would do better than Mr. Kim.

227. If it (will be, will have been, is) nice weather tomorrow, I will finish the work.

228. If the gardener comes today, have him (plant, planted) the rosebush.

229. If they hadn’t found the vase, John (would have been accused, had been accused, will be accused, was accused) of stealing it.

230. If you (hurry, will hurry), you will be there on time.

231. If you do not go, I won’t, (either, neither, too, also).

232. If you need (farther, further) assistance, please ask.

233. In 1939, (as 1914, such as 1914, like 1914, as in 1914), the world was on the brink of war.

234. In our school, (almost all of, almost, most of, most) students study English as their second language.

235. In tropical Asia it (has cultivated, has been cultivated) for more than 3,000 years.

236. It’s such (a nice, nice) weather.

237. It’s time you (to go, went) to bed.

238. It (is raining, has rained) everyday so far this month.

239. It (was, being) fine, we went out for a walk.

240. It goes without (to say, saying) that health is above wealth.

241. It is (great fun, a great fun, the great fun, very fun) to play with a puppy.

242. It is (to you, for you) that I lent the money.

243. It is a beautiful car, but it is not (price, worth, worthy, value) the price that I paid for it.

244. It is no use (to cry, crying) over spilt milk.

245. It is necessary (for, of) us to keep the balance of nature.

246. It is very stupid (for you, of you) to do such a thing.

247. It is wise (for you, of you) to have done the work.

248. It is yet (impossible, unfinished, much to do, to be seen, predictive) whether this plan will succeed or not.

249. It suddenly (noticed, thought, struck, left) me that the boat might be washed away by the waves.
250. It was (he, him) that I liked.
251. It was (so, such) a cold night that we stayed at home.
252. It was a beautiful, sunny day. The weather couldn't have been (worse, worst, better, best) for a picnic.
253. It was clear (that, what) something had happened.
254. It was only yesterday that John (said, spoke, talked, told) me about his plan to go to Europe.
255. It will be dark by the time he (gets, get, will get, got) there.
256. Jack's parents seemed (relief, relieved, relieving, to relieve) to hear that his plane was on time.
257. Jane and (I, myself) are writing a novel.
258. Japan is (to, in, on) the east of China.
259. Joe grinned and winked at his visitor, thinking (he, him) to be slightly insane but harmless.
260. Joe, as well as his two cousins, (call, calls) me every day.
261. Kim wouldn't mind (I drop, me to drop, my dropping, dropping me) in on her unexpectedly.
262. Let's (assume, presume, resume) reading where we left off last week.
263. Let's ask him his opinion about it, (shall, will) we?
264. Let Susan and (me, I) go home after lunch.
265. Let's talk (over, on, with) a cup of tea, shall we?
266. Let's wait till he (comes, is coming, will come, come).
267. Let me have a look at it, (do, don't, have, shall, will) you?
268. Little (did I dream, I dreamed) that such a thing would happen.
269. Many a man (have, has) failed.
270. Many witnesses insisted that the accident (take place, had taken place) on the crosswalk.
271. Mary got her sister (help, to help) her pack.
272. Mary scarcely seems to care for me, (does not she, doesn't she, does she, do es she not)?
273. Members of the party were surprised by (Jackson, Jackson's) winning the election so easily.
274. Mike is less (tall, taller) than Mary.
275. Milk is made (of, from, into, in) butter and cheese.

276. More than half of my books (was, were, has been) destroyed by the fire last night.

277. More than one student (is, are) suffering from nervous breakdown.

278. Most of the work (is, are) over.

279. Most people know (what, that) it is like to have their blood pressure taken, but few understand the meaning of the numbers used to record blood pressure.

280. My brother (married, married to, married with) his friend's sister last year.

281. My brother is (very, much) older than I.

282. My friend, James was not in class yesterday, and (neither wasn't I, neither was I, either was I).

283. My grandfather has a physical checkup (all three months, all the three months, every three month, every three months).

284. My master says, I write well for my age and am (quickly, quick) at figures, so that by and by I shall no doubt do very well.

285. My mother never gave me (many advice, much advice, many advices).

286. My two aunts, along with their dog DJ, (visit, visits) me every Sunday.

287. No sooner (has, had) he arrived here than he fell ill.

288. Nobody except you and (she, her) saw the robber run away.

289. Not a word (did he say, he said).

290. Not only my parents but also my sister (is, are) against my opinion.

291. Not too many years ago, it was an (exciting, excited) experience to travel 25 or 50 miles from home.

292. Nothing was (to see, to be seen) in the sky.

293. Now that I am a teacher, I think (contrary, otherwise, different, nevertheless).

294. One (whose, who) desires and impulses are not his own has no character.

295. One of them (go, goes) like this. First, look at (this, these) three words.

296. Only gradually (they did, did they) incorporate into their preaching the earthly Jesus who had ministered to the people of Israel.

297. Our school begins (at, from, on) eight in the morning.

298. Physics (is, are) my weak subject.

299. Please (admit, allow, forgive, permit) me for not having written for a long time.

300. Please keep me (informing, informed, to inform) of the development of the case.

301. Please let (me no hearing, me not hear, not me hear, me not to hear) of that story.
any more.

302. Please remain (sat, seated, seating, to seat) for a few minutes.
303. Please remember (put, to put, putting, having put) out the light before you go to bed.
304. Please tell me (if, whether) the museum is open on Monday or on Tuesday.
305. Please tell me what (does it, it) means.
306. Professor Wenger discussed the question with Professor Robert and (me, myself.)
307. Rarely (do meteors blaze, meteors that blaze) for more than a few seconds once they enter the Earth's atmosphere.
308. Rarely (have I, I have) enjoyed an evening quite so much.
309. Refrigerating meats (retard, retards) the spread of bacteria.
310. Romeo and Juliet (was, were) written by Shakespeare.
311. Sam is walking (to, in, on, for) the direction of the station.
312. School being over, there were only a (few, little, short, poor, small) number of pupils in the playground.
313. Science (is, are) a little difficult for me.
314. Seldom (would he, he would) write to his father.
315. She (can, cannot) have walked so far in five minutes.
316. She (lied, lay, laid) down and closed her eyes.
317. She (may call, may have called) me up while I was out.
318. She always (makes, lets, gets, allows) her children do what they want to.
319. She lived by (her, herself) in a three-room apartment.
320. She certainly looks beautiful (in, for, on, with) a Japanese kimono.
321. She comes to school (at, by, in, on) her car.
322. She denied (having stolen, to have stolen, to steal) the money.
323. She did not go to see the drama, and (neither did I, I also did, so I didn't, I didn't neither).
324. She does not know (that, what) it is to be poor.
325. She doesn't like English, much (less, more) mathematics.
326. She got (so, such) a nice present that she could hardly get to sleep.
327. She is (by far, very) the most intelligent student in the school.
328. She is (so, such, very, too) obstinate that I can't persuade her.
329. She is going to buy a hat after she (cashes, will cash) checks.
330. She is good at Russian, much (less, more) English.
331. She got accustomed (to watch, to watching) this terrible thing.
332. She is one of the few girls who (has, have) passed the exam.
333. She is very intelligent. I (hope, expect) her to pass the examination easily.
334. She must be looking forward as much to his return as he himself is (to seeing, to see) her.
335. She returned home (hunggrily, hungry).
336. She sat in the chair with her legs (crossing, crossed).
337. She stood with her hand (shade, to shade, shading, shaded) her eyes.
338. She was made (wait, to wait, waiting, waited, be waited) for over an hour.
339. She was pretty exhausted, but most people didn't think it was (exhausted, exhausting) at all.
340. She was surprised (to hear, of hearing) the news.
341. She wrote down the number (in not order, in order not) to forget it.
342. Some people like brown sugar, while (others, another, the other) prefer (a white one, white, white one).
343. Students should try (not be, to not be, to don’t be, not to be) late.
344. Table manners vary from one country to (another, other, the another, the other).
345. Ten miles (is, are) not a long way to drive.
346. Thanks to the newly invented vaccine, the liver disease has now (been disappeared, disappeared).
347. That is half (a, the) length of this.
348. That professor is an authority (on, at, in) Shakespeare.
349. That tree, (the branches of which, its branches, that the branches of, whose the branches) are almost gone now, is a very old oak.
350. That was the reason (why, which) she prevented them from coming with me.
351. The (later, latter) half of the week was fine.
352. The abolition of slavery was not followed by any concentrated effort to let those black children (share, to share) those educational benefits that in an open society are synonymous with upward movement.
353. The artist (of which painting you liked, of which paintings you like, whom painting you like, whose paintings you liked) is a friend of mine.
354. The best player may be (he, him).
355. The boy (who, whom) I believed to be honest deceived me.
356. The boys pretended (being, of being, to be) pirates.
357. The boys rode (his, their) bikes.
358. The colors (fit, suit) me very well.
359. The data (has, have) arrived just in time.
360. The doctor's records must be kept thorough and (neat, neatly) so as to insure good bookkeeping.
361. The doctor advised me (not to eat, not eating, not eat, to not eat) too much.
362. The electric furnace is used extensively to produce the high-grade steel (is required, required) for the manufacture of steel alloys.
363. The English (is, are) generally a conservative people.
364. The fact (of, if, that, which) a man lives on the same street with me does not mean he is my friend.
365. The fact that someone is interested enough to give help to poor villagers often (work, works) wonders.
366. The girl (sat, seated) herself in the chair.
367. The girl was heard (sing, to sing, sang, sung) a song.
368. The government does not know how to use (its, it's) power.
369. The group demanded that the president (resigns, resigned, resign).
370. The heavy fog made (that, to, it) impossible for us to see anything in front of us.
371. The higher you go up, the (much, more) difficult it becomes to breathe.
372. The invention of the telephone was the beginning of a few industries that (us, we) moderns take for granted.
373. The king bade them (leave, to leave).
374. The man (which, who, whose) I thought was his father proved to be a perfect stranger.
375. The meeting is (to hold, to be held) this afternoon.
376. The most highly praised performances in theatrical history were achieved by creating believable characters who behaved (logical, logically) and truthfully.
377. The number of cars (increase, increases) every year.
378. They all spoke (high, highly) of Jack.
379. They left (for, to) Busan yesterday.
380. The number of traffic accidents (are, is) on the increase.
381. The objective of the mission was (to study, to studying) a person's ability to live and work for extended periods in the weightless conditions of space.

382. The office (locates, is located) in Paris.

383. The office is very cold; it needs (heating, to heat.)

384. The old lady told the little boys (not to be, don't be) so noisy.

385. The organization, (founded, found) in 1971 by the Reverend Jesse Jackson, provides educational assistance to children living in economically depressed communities.

386. The party was a lot of fun. I wish you (had been, have been) there.

387. The patient (on who, who, on whom, whom) the physician spent much effort has recovered.

388. The play was a lot of fun. I wish I (could have been, would be) there.

389. The policeman told us to drive slowly and (not to put, not put) on our high beams.

390. The population of New York is smaller than (one, that, those) of Tokyo.

391. The president of the company, (whom, of whom, to whom, who, that, to that) I introduced you last Friday, wants to see you again.

392. The prices run as (high, expensive) as fifty dollars.

393. The rain made it (difficult, difficultly) for me to come here.

394. The reason she is fat is (because, that) she overeats.

395. The result was rather (disappointed, disappointing).

396. The river (rose, raised) twenty feet.

397. The sun (have set, had set, having set, being set, has set), we stayed there for the night.

398. The Tartar chief controls a thousand men, all of (them, whom) must obey his orders in both war and peace.

399. The teacher is punishing the students who always (come, comes) late.

400. The timid mother causes her children (feeling, to feel) that they are never safe.

401. The use of radar as well as the two-way radio (make, makes) it possible for the police to intercept most speeders.

402. The village is now very different from (what, as, that, which) it was ten years ago.

403. The waiter was (so a nice man that, such nice man that, such a nice man, so a nice man) we didn't like to complain about the meal.

404. The years (during which, from which, in that, with that) he was away were long years to her.
405. There (go, goes) the last piece of cake and the last spoonful of ice cream.
406. There (is, are) a lot of interesting word games.
407. There (seem, seems) to be some doubt about it.
408. There are (many, much, very, so) more people than I expected.
409. There are a lot of (people, peoples) in the park.
410. There are some (Japanese, Japaneses) in our class.
411. There are three (girls', girls's) schools in this city.
412. There are two pears: give me (an, one, it) and keep (another, the other, other one) for yourself.
413. There comes a time in every man's life (when, that) he has to think.
414. There is no rule (but, that) has any exceptions.
415. There is no sugar (leave, leaving, left, to leave) in the pot.
416. There is nothing so difficult (as, that, but) it becomes easy by practice.
417. There was no objection on the part of (that, those, who, whom) present.
418. There was so much noise that the speaker couldn't make himself (hear, hearing, to hear, heard, being heard).
419. There were a large (number, amount, sum, deal) of people present at the party.
420. These are the trees (of, to, on) the leaves of which silkworms live.
421. They (have known, have been knowing, know) each other since their childhood.
422. They believe (that, it) their duty to look after the morals of those who live in their poverty.
423. They demanded the king (had been, be, is) put to death at once.
424. They had (another, others) three-day holiday.
425. They swam (across, through) the river.
426. They were angry (at his not coming, at not his coming, to him not coming) to the meeting.
427. They won't leave as long as we (will be, are) here.
428. This book will help you (understand, understood) English grammar.
429. This dress doesn't (fit, suit) me. Have you got a larger size?
430. This is a book (from which, to which, for what) you can learn both how to read and how to live.
431. This is five times (big, the size) of that.
432. This is just (that, what, which) I have been looking for so long.

433. This is the dictionary (I told you about, about that I told you, which I told you about it) yesterday.

434. This is the house (which, where) I used to live when I was young.

435. This is the magazine I (spoke to you, spoke to you about, spoke you).

436. This lake is (a deepest, the deeper, deepest) at this point.

437. This morning it was (too, more, much) cooler than yesterday morning.

438. This museum owns (Renoir, a Renoir) and two Goghs.

439. This new road is (far, more) better than the old one.

440. This room can hold (three hundred, three hundreds) people.

441. This story is (too, by, from) far the most interesting of all.

442. This watch is (far the better, far better, by far the better, far more better) than that one.

443. This year's fashions are quite different from (one, other, these, those) of last year's.

444. This year the numbers (expect, are expected) to show a rapid decline.

445. Those boys are friends of (them, theirs).

446. Tom's house is (as three times, three times as) large as mine.

447. Tom asked Mary (if, that) he could use her pen.

448. Tom is (more clever, cleverer) than wise.

449. Tom is taller than any other (boy, boys).

450. Tom lost his cap, and he thought he must buy (it, one, some, the other).

451. Truly, the actor played cowboy roles better than (any actor, any more actors, no other actor, any other actor).

452. Two weeks (is, are) too long for me to wait.

453. Two-thirds of the work (is, are) finished.

454. Water (is consisted, consists) of oxygen and hydrogen.

455. We cannot be (also, too) cautious.

456. We danced (to, for, by) the music.

457. We don't (allow, let, forgive, make) the students to have visitors after ten o'clock.

458. We had (many, much) snow last year.

459. We had a very hard time (to discuss, discussing) some of the problems.

460. We look forward (to receive, in receiving, to receiving, to have received, to be...
received) your prompt reply.

461. We often hear it (say, said, saying) that ours is essentially a tragic age.

462. We shall leave for home as soon as it (will stop, will have stopped, stops, stopped) raining.

463. We took it (for granted, for granting) that you would agree.

464. We walked (across, through) the forest.

465. We won’t go unless they (invite, will invite) us.

466. What (would, will, can) you do if the world were to come to an end tomorrow?

467. What do you say (to take, to taking) a walk in the park?

468. What is it (what, how, that, where) you really want to say?

469. What would you do, if you (had, would have, had had) million dollars?

470. When all the students (seated, were seated) the professor began his lecture.

471. When he (graduates, graduates from) college he will have to decide whether to continue his studies or seek employment.

472. While (crossing, crossed, to cross, have crossed) the street on my way to school, I met him by chance.

473. While a student at City College of New York, Hugo Martinez organized the United Graffiti Artist, which (sponsored by, was sponsored by) the city’s earliest exhibitions of graffiti art.

474. Will you tell him about it when he (comes, will come, would come) home?

475. Within the Alamo (was, were) one hundred and eighty men, more than two thirds of whom had recently migrated from near-by states.

476. Won’t you have (some, any, little) more coffee?

477. Work hard, (and, or) you will win the prize.

478. Would you like (to me do, me to do, to me to do, to do to me) that work?

479. Would you mind (come, to come, coming, having come) earlier next time?

480. Would you mind (that, if) I opened the window?

481. Yesterday was my birthday. My mother made a cake (to, for) me.

482. You’ve never been to Europe, (did, didn’t, have, aren’t) you?

483. You (did not, need not) have quit your job.

484. You (had not better, had better not, had better not to) stay up late.

485. You are (enough old, old enough) to know better.

486. You are (less likely, less unlikely, likely, very unlikely) to gain weight in summer than
in winter because you tend to lose your appetite when it is hot.

487. He has known me (since, for) last year.

488. You can enjoy some recorded music (during, however, while, until, since) you wait.

489. You can hire a bicycle (at, by, to) the hour at this shop.

490. You could have heard a pin (drop, to drop, to be dropped, dropped, be dropping).

491. You get up early, (did, didn’t, doesn’t, don’t) you?

492. You had better (had, have, to get, to have) your hair cut.

493. You lost the watch which he (gave, has given, had given) me!

494. You look (bored, boring, to be boring). Can’t you find anything to do?

495. You may give the book to (whomever, whichever, whoever) wants it.

496. You must (believe, help, prepare, take) set the table.

497. You must let things (to take, take, taking) their own course.

498. You must remember (to remind, reminding) John that the garden needs watering.

499. You must try to avoid (hurt, to hurt, hurting, having hurt) people’s feelings.

500. You said she was kind and so (is she, she is).